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The concept of motion propels Mohammed Abla, Through
his shifting styles - from Abstraction, lmpressionism,
Expressionism and the Figural, to experiments in video
and installation - this Egyptian artist continuously reinvents
his artistic approach, all the while leaving an obscure, yet
conspicuous denominator, Egypt is at the very core of his
work, mirroring him, inspiring him and motivating his "pursuit
for art" in his drive to give back to his fellow Egyptians
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is a

cheerfully candid and

next becomes apparent, lt is tempting to say that this hidde.

unpretentiously insightful man who has spent

element is related to the fact that Abla is unable to produce

his whole life engaging in art and struggling to understand

it 'l think art is important

art anywhere but in Egypt, an actualrty that perhaps ties

in

but not for everybody. But

for

directly with his work being indescribably Egyptian'. From his

those who decide it's for them, art deserves a whole
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earlier Expressionistic pieces to the more Figurative work and

of pursuit " he muses. Having held over S0 solo

shows,

finally to his latest lmpressionistrc show, Abla's canvases boast

won numerous awards and exhibited internationally Abla

colours, lines and compositions that cannot be explained or

maintains that he is a humble man who simply cannot survive

wholly understood if one has not lived in, or at least visited,

a fervour that developed at an early age
Born in 1953 in Mansoura, Egypt, the young Abla,s

Egypt 'lt's noi patriotism or nationalism, but I just don't
get along with any other place. I have travelled all over the

fascination with art entailed hours of sketching and drawing,

world but nowhere fits me like Egypt does. lt reminds me of

much to the dismay of his father, who deemed his son,s
beloved passion a waste of time

myself, somehow."
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His incessant need to be honest

However much Abla's mother

subsequently thrown
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the

and true to himself is perhaps
another concealed element that
permeates all his works and it is
this truth that draws viewers to his
shows, fuelling his success as an

artist. Abla neither abides by any

family home. Undeterred, Abla

external forces, be they galleries

enrolled at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Alexandria, graduating
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finances or fame, nor by

a specific medium or trademark

1977 . An undeniable sincerity surrounds Abla s narration of his

style. Choice of medium is a point of interest given that after

life; there is no sense of rebellion or adolescent revolt. Simply

his '1979 debut show at the Hohmann Gallery in Germany,

put, he felt unable to avoid creating

Art is vague to me lt's

Abla had always used oil, yet his later works are exclusively

like a bodily functron, like eating and drinking; I just can t help

in acrylic. The change in medium occurred around six years

doing

it

I need to

art

do it ' he says.

Never bitter or remorseful, Abla s calm and unapoJogetic

ago with his show Nile and lrees, where he experimented with
acryilc and then )ater cemented his newfound mode
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approach is as endearing as it is disarming. The same can

show Cairo. Portraits of a City in 2OO4', Acrylic became my

be said of his work

while it remains unobtrusive but strong,

medium of choice when I decided to create a clear and intimate

there is no specific style to which he adheres. And yet for

relationship between drawrng and painting. Oil doesn t permit

those who view his work with a litile more patience than
others, a thread of similarity between one collection and the

that much. I wanted to allow the idea that one could express
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through line alone, but weigh that line with all the integrity of
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"It's not patriotism or nationalism, but I just don't get along with
any other place. I have travelled all over the world but nowhere
fits me like Egypt does. It reminds me of myself, somehow."

paint.' This relationship was evident in his 2002 and 2004

by becoming their alternate heads for just a moment

exhibitions both of which tread a thin line between a sketch

time. The difference between installation, video and painting

and a finished piece, despite their differences in approach,

for Abla is a simple fact, motion. Certain subjects cannot

in

Similarly, one is compelled to question Abla's flirtation

be expressed as well as he believes is possible without

with the media of video and installation the latest of which

the use of motion and audio, so he srmply resorts to them;

was lhe Family Tree, an installation exhibited at the Victoria

otherwise,

B Gallery in Germany in 2008 A large living tree was set up

sacred to

it will always be about

painting. 'Painting

is

me lt needs deep thought and true reflection in its

with portraits hanging from its branches,

execution The process itself is always sacred, regardless of
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"Painting is sacred to me. It needs deep thought and true reflection in its
execution. The process itself is sacred, regardless of the outcome. This is not
the case with video or installatiory since they are just vehicles for when I
yearn for movement in my work, rather than an end in their own right."
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realisation that viewers take with them, Regardless of subjec.
vet even his paintings have an approach and a temperament

matter, Abla hopes audiences encounter different perspectives

.rat differs {rom one show to the next, Abla explains these

of the topics he tackles; from new angles, neglected aspecis

iLfferences as a result of his work ethic, whereby every now

or undiscovered corners, Abla maintains that

and then he develops a thought or concept that he obsesses

of success, not the sales,"

that

is the mar.'

about, be it a personal issue, a text that moved him, another

Abla's drive to invest in his pursuit for art is partia
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artist's work that has challenged him or simply something he

propelled by the fairly steep prices placed on his works, which
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s out to prove This obsession manifests itself in a new body

turn allowfor his'gifts to theworld', namelyThe Abla lnteractir':

of work, almost always different from what he has produced
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of and chooses to

only variable being one

ignore,
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flair and experience, or tota

:he needs of a market that

lack thereof.

ras always been quick

He has been asked

to

categorise him according to
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last collection of works,

and for that he is thankful "l used to be scared with every show

at the Arts Academy of Salzburg
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present his method

in

where he teaches

in Germany and at the Artist s

made, wondering if my new obsession would reach people

Association in Vilnius, Lithuania, among other countries The

and whether it would fail or succeed but I never succumbed to

IFAC on the other hand, facilitates the gathering of local and

-re needs of gallery owners or buyers, and so far it has worked

international artists to conduct seminars and workshops, as we

:ut fine, lt is comforting to have reached a certain amount of

as collaboration on other initiatives. The Centre works all year

:xperience, and perhaps fame, to know that no matter what

round and will be supplemented by a Museum of Caricature, the

Co people will believe it is art' he says with his trademark

only one of its kind in the Middle East set to open in February

-rschievous smile and hearty laugh. Putting aside his wry

2009 and located in the IFAC grounds Supporting Egyptian

s:rse of humour, Abla takes his work very seriously and

artists and creating these projects is something ostensibly
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jamant that a work of art must have a message of value or a

necessary for Abla. "lt's the least

lcould do," he

believes,
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"I believe that my paintings, particul arly this last collectiory have
aheartbeat and a souT that extend beyond the canvas. I think
my problem is that my paintings could go on forever."
is repeated as the viewer goes back and forth ln a

Abla s latest show, Labyrinth, is yet another gift to the world and
one that tackles his beloved city once more with an entirely new
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that strives to comprehend the impact of the work
As a personal challenge Ablawanted to create

paini,-r:

approach, 'lt is my relationship with Cairo I have a love/hate

that were both classically lmpressionistic and yet at the

relationship with this city; it attracts and repels me equally You

edge of Contemporary Abstraction This triggers a releniless

drown in her life and become suffocated by all her stories, but

question: when does an artist stop and realise that a ore::

as soon as you leave her, you miss her and yearn to go back

is finished? Abla ponders for a moment and, wth

The work does lust that

- as one steps c\oser to the city, (or

specifically, the artwork) a sense of ambiguity is perceptible as
is a notion of bewilderment, But the moment one steps away,
a full piclure begins to appropr)ate; lured towards it, the cycle

smi\e, replies,
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canvas, Ithink my problem is that my paintings ccrr J :: :forever." One cannot help bui hope ihai ihe san-.e a.c =: .collection, have a heartbeat and a soul that extend

Abla s endless devotion 1o his craft.
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Mohammed Abla is represented by Zamalek Art Gallery in

Above: Nosta/gla. 2005. Acrylic on canvas. 1 00 x 1 20 cm.

Cairo. For information, visit www.zamalekaftgallery.com

